April 14, 2009

George Clark
P.O. box 6404
Eureka, CA 95502

Martha Spencer
Humboldt County Planning Department
Community Development Services
3015 H Street
Eureka, CA 95501
RE: HUMBOLDT COUNTY 2009 HOUSING ELEMENT
PUBLIC COMMENT

Dear Planning Commission members and staff:

Thank you for this opportunity to participate and for including my comments as a
part of the Housing Element for your consideration.

Affordable single-room occupancy residences in my home town enabled me to
prepare meals, shower, find work, and enroll as one of the youngest students, (age 15), at
Crafton hills College in Yucaipa, California. Today, in Humboldt County, local youth
services heroically attempt to fill the gaps left by decades of state and federal cuts in
youth programs, job training, job placement, housing and healthcare. Today, affordable
housing has become an increasingly critical issue, primarily due to unbridled growth in
moderate and upper-income subdivisions in the Eureka area that lack commensurate
public infrastructure investments. With chronic infrastructure decay, building any kind of
housing is now problematic. Congressman Mike Thompson recently secured $1.5 million
for the Martin Slough Interceptor, a 30 year old plan to update the waste water system in
Eureka that actually requires $30 to $40 million, a figure increasing each day. According
to the 425 page Winzler and Kelly Community Infrastructure and Services Technical
Report, every category of infrastructure is “in peril” in nearly every county district, a
condition that has direct impacts upon the health and safety and quality of life in our
communities. Will Eureka join other Humboldt County cities experiencing building
moratoriums for the first time, repeated waste water violations, and fines being imposed
by the California Regional Water Quality Control Board?

The lack of affordable housing, and continuing growth pressures, including the
ongoing lawsuit; Humboldt Sunshine vs. Humboldt County, (seeking to increase growth
rates by 400%), were among the compelling reasons I ran for Eureka city council in 2008.
Unfortunately, the current language in the Housing Element will not ensure the
construction of affordable housing and, despite references to “in-fill” development, will
allow sprawl to continue unabated.
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No other chapter in the GPU impacts our community, and all other GP chapters,
more than the Housing Element. Historic housing practices, policies, regulations and
enforcement have failed to produce adequate affordable housing. If continued, past
practices will clearly worsen housing conditions and the quality of life in our largest
cities where inadequate and unaffordable housing creates more poverty and homelessness
with associated increases in property crime. A legacy of haphazard building and zoning
changes have direct consequences in unsafe streets that place Eureka among the highest
in California for motorist, pedestrian and cyclist injury and fatality rates. Inappropriate
and illegal TP and AG conversions continue to diminish critical resource lands and open
spaces while contributing to the segregation of communities by income.

Failing to build mixed-income, mixed-use communities with adequate
infrastructures and consistent zoning, is detrimental to public health and safety, creating
overcrowded, substandard housing and blight. What are the cumulative impacts of
continuing the existing patterns of growth, and why is this not an integral part of the EIR?
The collapse of the national housing market has had far greater impact here. Recent
census figures show a decline in Eureka’s population by 800, as citizens lose their jobs
and homes with too few lower-income housing alternatives available.

Whether it’s called “voluntary development” or “free-market deregulation” our
long-held laissez-faire, incentive-based approach to housing has failed. Table 8-1
illustrates the continuing deficits in affordable housing and the surpluses in abovemoderate units. Yet, evolving versions of the Housing Element continue to give-away
deregulatory incentives without enforceable linkages that would require the construction
of affordable housing. Instead, most of the language is overly tentative, vague, and
unenforceable; “shall prioritize, shall promote, work to improve, shall support, shall be
receptive to, shall allow, shall accommodate, will encourage, or seeks to provide…”
Incentives, grants, deregulation, in-lieu fees and matching funds, all play an important
roll in getting affordable housing built, but are insufficient without enforceable
requirements to actually do so.
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I attended all of the Housing Element workshops in 2008, and noted that dozens,
if not all, of the incentives requested by developers and realtors were included as options,
yet, despite months of public testimony calling for inclusionary zoning, this effective
option remains entirely unrepresented in the Housing Element. The only exception is a
single provision, (H-P3), limited to developments larger than 70 units, however, in a
March 29, 2004, letter to the City of Arcata, the Northern California Association of
Home Builders supported inclusionary zoning for projects with 6 or more homes, and 13
or more units for apartment complexes, (attachment). Will developments of 70 units or
more, under H-P3, be withdrawn or amended to 69 units to avoid affordable housing
requirements? Will the option of paying in-lieu fees, to avoid affordable housing
construction, be adequately assessed per square-foot developed? Previous Planning
Commissions have only delayed the inevitable debate over an inclusionary zoning
ordinance that must be tailored by every county to ensure its effectiveness, fairness, and
flexibility. Opponents have successfully lobbied to keep such an ordinance off the table
for public debate, while simultaneously arguing that it is too complex, vague, and
ineffective. However, the issue seems complex and vague because it has not been
debated! Inclusionary zoning is no more complicated than the current Housing Element
and its hundreds of pages of policies, goals, implementation, standards, attachments,
exhibits, appendices, summaries, revisions, reports, Power-Point, spread sheets, graphs,
tables and numerous memos and public workshops, and the 166 page Housing Element
EIR.

The need for inclusionary zoning would be more apparent if part of the Housing
Element explored actual demographics. Before the current economic crash, the fastest
growing households in America were identified as single households; the retiring poor,
working poor, graduating students and returning veterans, in addition to individuals
recovering from illness, including addiction, victims of crime, newly paroled inmates,
and the growing number of families divorced or separated by abuse, teenage pregnancy,
job-loss, uninsured illnesses, foreclosure, bankruptcy or death. We don’t have to wait for
the new statistics to anticipate the impacts of this prolonged economic collapse on current
demographics. In effect, the situations that drive individuals into poverty and that force
youths into emancipation are growing. Overall, these are victims that need a hand up, if
only temporarily.
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For our growing population of poor, single households, affordable shelter
provides a fundamental human dignity and the only hope of accumulating the capital
necessary to have an invested interest in a community. Requiring construction of
affordable housing is not a new or radical concept, nearly one third of California Districts
already have some version of inclusionary zoning, (attachment). Allowing developer’s
decades to “volunteer” to build affordable housing enabled them to focus on building
more profitable larger homes, like the auto industry’s focus on building more profitable
large vehicles. Both have failed! Now, we are at a crisis-stage, exacerbated by an entirely
new category of “extremely low income” housing mandated by the state. Once again,
there is no enforceable language in the current Housing Element to ensure construction of
this new housing category.

A good example of what kind of projects we can expect under the proposed
Housing Element, (and without enforceable linkages to ensure affordable housing is
built), is offered by the current proposal for the “Marina Center” development on
Humboldt Bay in Eureka. In addition to adding 16,000 daily vehicle-trips on inadequate
roads, it will include 100 residences that are not affordable to any of the 1,090 new, lowwage, national retailer jobs it will create! In the absence of inclusionary zoning and
enforceable limitations on developments, (where existing, provable, and adequate
infrastructure already exists), our county and cities will fall further behind in affordable
housing and our infrastructure will hasten its collapse, our streets will become
increasingly unwalkable, and more residents will fall into poverty and homelessness, with
the associated increases in property crime, (according to Justice Department figures,
Eureka is already 250% above the state average in this category of crime).

At the very least, our county Housing Element should initiate a linkage-fund with
fees assessed on ALL new construction of moderate and upper-income residences, per
square foot, (as well as, all future low-wage retail developments with 20 or more
employees). This fund must be enforced and calculated to make significant impacts in
getting affordable housing and single-room occupancy residences ready for the thousands
of citizens entering poverty.
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Finally, both Humboldt County and Eureka must begin making cooperative
efforts to reverse a culture of special favors and entitlements that have led to overproduction of upper-income subdivisions, over-burdened roads, inadequate waste water
and fresh water infrastructure, and a deficit in low-income housing in Eureka and its
outlying areas. For example, (with permission from the resident), retired school teacher,
Ms. Margaret Dickenson at 3678 “J” Street, Eureka, sought a standard occupancy permit
but, instead, was offered a quid-pro-quo if she would, first, sign easement papers taking
most of her front yard that would accommodate 6-8 new, upper-income homes by a wellknown local developer. This is also the location of Eureka’s worst offending sewage lift
station where millions of gallons have spilled into Martin Slough and ultimately
Humboldt Bay, according to discharge reports. A legacy of greed and haphazard zoning,
with aggressive city cooperation, has left this small town with big-city traffic problems
and a waste water system estimated to cost $4 million dollars to update in the 1980’s, and
over $30 to $40 million in the coming years.

We need Humboldt County and its cities working together with equal resolve to
ensure that our development agenda and our limited public resources remain focused on
actual housing requirements and not merely the profit and perceived entitlements of
connected individuals. An inclusionary zoning policy would merely begin this process.

Thank you for this opportunity,

George Clark

XC: Board of Supervisors
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Below, is a list of individual Housing Element proposals with brief comments
attached:

Tentative Planning Commission Positions: 2-26-09
Chapter 8 Housing Element
Plan
Alternative

Chapter 8 Housing Element Remarks/
Implementation

Position
R,M,D

8.4 Goals

A B C H-G1. Housing Production. Sufficient housing production on an annual basis for all
income levels in accordance with the County's projected fair share housing needs
allocation.
M or
R
Discussion: Edit proposed by Commissioner Murguia:
“H-G1. Housing Production. Sufficient housing production on an annual basis for all
income levels in accordance with the County's priorities for sustainable development,
protection of resource lands, and conservation of open space. projected fair share
housing needs “allocation..”
Commissioner Emad did not support the proposed revision.
Tentative Position: 2/26/09: Consider proposed modifications to Alternative B, straw vote
on tentative position.
D Goal 1.1 To provide for the projected future housing needs of the community. D
Tentative Position: 2/26/09: Delete
D Goal 2.1 To provide for adequate sites for all types of housing throughout the county. D
Tentative Position: 2/26/09: Delete
D Goal 1.2 To play a lead role in meeting the future housing needs of lower income
households. D
Tentative Position: 2/26/09: Delete
COMMENT: H-G1 should be removed from “goals” and placed into “Policies” as
amended by Murguia.
H-G1 should be amended to include language that recommends
inclusionary zoning to ensure that the stated goal is met.
Due to chronic deficits of affordable housing, it is appropriate that Humboldt
County take a lead-roll to ensure that future needs are met, this provision
should be retained under H-G1.
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Humboldt County General Plan Update Tentative Planning Commission Positions
PC Markup Poll Chart3-6-09.doc 2

Plan
Alternative

Chapter 8 Housing Element Remarks/
Implementation

Position
R,M,D

A B C H-G3. Housing Needs of Special Populations. Sufficient and affordable housing
opportunities for seniors, disabled persons, homeless, nomadic, single-parent households,
farm workers, and large families.

R

Tentative Position: 2/26/09: Retain

COMMENT: H-G3 should become policy under the heading, “Housing Needs of Single
Households”, with preferential attention to the disabled, aged, nomadic and homeless.
Single households are the largest growing segment of our population, their need for
affordable housing should be acknowledged in the Housing Element.

Or, H-G3 should expand the categories to include a more realistic assessment of special
needs:
Returning veterans
Retiring poor
Working poor
Emancipated youths
Recovering ill, addicts, parolees
Victims of crime, poverty, domestic abuse, foreclosure,
bankruptcy, Divorce, separation, uninsured illness and
disease
Graduating students
Chronic unemployed
Mentally ill
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A B C H-G6. Safe Housing Accessible to All. Housing maintained in a safe and aesthetic
condition, accessible to all residents without regard to race, color, age, gender, religion,
nationality, family status or disability.

R

Tentative Position: 2/26/09: Retain
D Goal 4.1 To conserve existing housing through maintenance and rehabilitation

COMMENT: Safe/fair housing should be a measurable and enforceable policy. Housing
discrimination is already illegal and should not be discounted under “Goals”.

Plan
Alternative

Chapter 8 Housing Element Remarks/
Implementation

Position
R,M,D

B C H-G7. Minimize Governmental Constraints. Regulatory policies, practices and costs
that promote the creation of affordable housing and reflect the goals and priorities of
this Plan.

M
or R

Discussion: Edit proposed by Commissioner Kelly:
“H-G7. Minimize Governmental Constraints. Regulatory policies, practices and costs that
promote the creation of affordable housing, protect the public health and safety, and
reflect the goals and priorities of this Plan.”
It seemed there was consensus to accept the proposed revisions.
Tentative Position: 2/26/09: Consider proposed modifications to Alternative B, confirm
consensus or straw vote on tentative position.
D Goal 3.1 To assist in the construction of market rate housing by reducing government
constraints whenever possible

D

Tentative Position: 2/26/09: Delete
COMMENTS: H-G7 is too vague. It is a remnant of the deregulation movement that has
failed to build affordable housing, maintain adequate infrastructure, or protect the
environment, public health or safety.
Public incentives and deregulation should always be accompanied by required and
enforceable results, and not simply the “promotion” of those results.
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A B H-G8. Constructing Low-Cost, Resource-Conserving Housing. Regulatory allowances
and incentives for techniques and programs that reduce housing costs and minimize the
environmental impacts of housing development. No emphasis on
reducing environmental effects in Alt. C.

R

Tentative Position: 2/26/09: Retain
D Goal 5.1 To utilize techniques and programs which will reduce costs of new residential
construction.

D

Tentative Position: 2/26/09: Delete
D Goal 5.2 To encourage resource-conserving site utilization and dwelling unit
construction
COMMENTS: This should be a policy. There are numerous and proven techniques and
programs available that reduce housing costs while also reducing greenhouse gasses,
(now a factor in CEQUA compliance). Public incentives and deregulation should always
be accompanied by required, measurable and enforceable results that do not vaguely
“reduce” or “minimize” housing costs and environmental impacts.
For example, solar hot-water heating units cost $5,000, or less, when ordered in bulk. This
represents a tiny increase in a 30 year mortgage, while making every home more
affordable and stimulating light manufacturing employment in the community.

Chapter 8 Housing Element Remarks/
Implementation

Position
R,M,D

8.4 Policies

A B H-P1. Promote Infill, Reuse and Redevelopment. The County shall prioritize infill, re-use
and redevelopment of vacant and under-developed land within Urban Development
Areas as a strategy to create affordable housing, provide an economic stimulus and revitalize community investment.
Leg, QJ, H-S7,
H-S8, H-IM1

R

Tentative Position: 2/26/09: Retain
COMMENT: It should be clarified that developments, like those proposed in the Cuttenarea are inherently unaffordable and inappropriate due to the lack of infrastructure, and
the single rural road 8 miles from downtown Eureka. The city of Eureka has always had
numerous vacant lots suitable for affordable, infill housing. However, “promoting and
prioritizing” infill development is insufficient language to achieve this policy without
inclusionary zoning, or the far-less welcomed tools of either eminent domain provisions or
the option to tax these properties at their actual public value, with all tax funds used
specifically for affordable housing.
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A B H-P2. Housing Opportunity Zones. The County shall adopt policies, standards and
programs to stimulate residential and infrastructure development within Board adopted
Housing Opportunity Zones.
Leg, QJ, H-S8, HIM1

R

Tentative Position: 2/26/09: Retain. Further discussion needed on specific standards and
implementation measures (see H-S8).
COMMENTS: Infrastructure development must take precedence to all future development
due to chronic infrastructure inadequacies and decay.

B H-P3. Requirements for a Mixture of Housing Sizes and Types. The County shall require a
variety of housing types and sizes in specified major subdivisions to ensure a mix of very
low, low, moderate and above moderate housing opportunities necessary to meet the
Regional Housing Needs Allocation Plan. The County shall allow payment in lieu of
meeting these requirements under specified circumstances.
QJ, H-S5,
H-IM3

M
or R

Discussion: Commission asked for analysis of how many affordable units would be
provided if the policy applied to subdivisions < 70 units in size, compare to the land
inventory, alternatives for in-lieu housing fee and how it would be applied, clarify
standards for required mixture of housing types, and how they would be distributed in the
subdivision, provide a number of options.
Tentative Position: 2/26/09: Consider Exhibit A, propose modifications to Alternative A or B,
straw vote on tentative position. See also Alternative A wording below. (Note: Exhibit A
contains proposed ordinance language.) R,M,D
COMMENTS: This is a vague and unenforceable application of inclusionary zoning. In a
March 29, 2004 letter to the City of Arcata, the Northern California Association of Home
Builders supported inclusionary zoning for projects of 6 or more homes, and 13 units or
larger for apartment complexes, (attached).
H-P3: should provide citizens with an inclusionary zoning provision to begin sorting out the
complexities, application, flexibility and effectiveness of its enforcement.
In lieu fees should apply to all moderate and upper-income housing construction with, or
without, an inclusionary zoning ordinance, to be assessed on square-footage.
Will this provision merely create split-subdivisions of 69 units each, or similar schemes, to
avoid compliance?
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A B C H-P4. Residential Units in Commercial Zones. Residential units shall be principally
permitted when consistent with adopted performance standards in specified
commercial zones.
Min, HS-8 R
Tentative Position: 2/26/09: Retain. Further discussion needed of specific standards and
implementation measures (H-S8). (Note: Exhibit
A contains proposed ordinance language.)
COMMENTS: Residential units above commercial buildings should be a preferred building
requirement downtown, near services, transportation and jobs, with considerations for
nuisance ordinances, design parameters and ratios between the number of residences
and businesses.

A B C H-P6. Protecting Multifamily Uses in the Affordable Multifamily Land Inventory. Sites
identified in the residential land inventory as being suitable for meeting extremely low,
very low and low multifamily uses shall be protected by ordinance standards or zoning
overlay from non-multifamily use development.
QJ, H-IM4,
H- IM17

R

Tentative Position: 2/26/09: Retain
D Policy 1.2a. The land inventory shall be monitored annually to maintain a development
potential of at least 1,000 multifamily units with public services available.

D

Tentative Position: 2/26/09: Delete
COMMENTS: This section should not omit mixed-use preferences for multi-family
developments.
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A B C H-P7. Encourage Second Units. The County shall stimulate the construction of
second units by relaxing second-unit development standards in order to provide low-cost
housing and to make more efficient use of existing infrastructure.
QJ, H-S8,
H-S9, H-IM1,
H-IM2

R

Tentative Position: 2/26/09: Retain. Further discussion needed of specific standards and
implementation measures (H-S8). Commissioner
Kelly would like to see the second unit incentives to apply more broadly to areas outside
the proposed Housing Opportunity Zones.
COMMENTS: Some provision should be included here that consider unintended impacts
on unique traffic, waste water, or other problems. In most county districts “existing”
infrastructure does not mean it is “adequate”.

A B C H-P8. Retain Legal Non-Conforming Housing. The County shall support the retention
of legal non-conforming housing though modifications to the land use and building
codes.
QJ, H-IM10 M
Discussion: Edit proposed by Commissioner Kelly:
“H-P8. Retain Legal Non-Conforming Housing. The County shall support the retention of
legal non-conforming housing though modifications to the land use and building codes”
Apparent consensus to accept the proposed revisions.
Tentative Position: 2/26/09: Consider proposed modifications, confirm consensus or straw
vote on tentative position. (Note: Exhibit A contains proposed ordinance language

COMMENTS: Should include clarification that building standards cannot be arbitrarily
reduced and that “non-conforming” does not mean unsafe, unhealthy, or any condition
that contributes to blight.
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A B C H-P9. Flexibly Apply Development Standards to Low Income Housing. The County
shall support the flexible application of development standards through a streamlined
permit process for housing for lower income affordability categories and special needs
populations.
QJ, H-IM22 M
Discussion: Suggestions to retitle to “Streamline Permit Processing for Low Income
Housing” rather than flexible application of development standards. Also, the policy
should be split. Staff recommended modifications to H-P9 and a new policy to make that
happen:
“H-P9. Flexibly Apply Development Standards to Streamline Permit Processing for Low
Income Housing. The County shall support the flexible application of development
standards through a streamlined permit process for housing for lower income affordability
categories and special needs populations.”
“H-P31 Flexibly Apply Development Standards to Low Income Housing. The County shall
support the flexible application of development standards for housing for lower income
affordability categories and special needs populations.”
Tentative Position: 2/26/09: Consider proposed modifications and additions, straw vote
on tentative position. (Note: Exhibit A contains proposed ordinance language.)
D Policy 1.2e. The County shall support the flexible application of development
ordinances to encourage residential projects that produce housing affordable to lower
income households.

D

Tentative Position: 2/26/09: Delete

Comments: Unless clearly stated, the word “flexible” can be interpreted to apply to
health and safety regulations and substandard construction. The word “streamlined” is
sufficient. Incentives and deregulation must accompany enforceable language ensuring
results in affordable housing construction.
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A B C H-P10. Contributions to Infrastructure and Service Development. Market-rate
housing shall pay its fair share of infrastructure and public service costs. Housing that has
long-term affordability covenants and restrictions that require units to be available to,
and occupied by, persons or families of low, very low or extremely low income at
affordable housing costs for at least 20 years may be eligible for subsidies to pay for
applicable infrastructure and public service costs.
Leg, QJ, Min

M
or R

Discussion: Commissioners Faust and Kelly preferred a longer time frame, such as 40
years, rather than 20 years as proposed.
Tentative Position: 2/26/09: Consider proposed modifications, straw vote on tentative
position.
D Policy 1.1g. The General Plan Update shall include actionable plans for infrastructure
financing and construction.

D

Tentative Position: 2/26/09: Delete

COMMENTS: To receive public subsidies, developments must continuously retain their
affordability status for low-income residents.
Policy 1.1g: Due to the critical state of county infrastructure, this policy should be
reinstated. Fair-share infrastructure fees must be reassessed to cover more of the fullcosts associated with each new development.
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A B H-P11. Residential Development in Proximity to Transportation and Work. Locate
residential development, particularly development affordable to those earning less than
median income, near transportation corridors, transit stops, employment centers and
public services.
Leg, QJ, HS-8,
HS-19, HS-20, HIM1

M
or R

Discussion: Edit proposed by Commissioner Kelly:
“H-P11. Residential Development in Proximity to Transportation and Work. Locate
residential development, particularly development affordable to those earning less than
median income, near transportation corridors, transit stops, employment centers, schools,
and public services.” Apparent consensus to accept the proposed modification.
Tentative Position: 2/26/09: Consider proposed modification, confirm consensus or straw
vote on tentative position.
D Policy 1.1c. Support development proposals that seek to locate new market rate multifamily uses at strategic locations within transportation corridors and at transit stops, or at
other strategically located reuse and underdeveloped sites.

D

Tentative Position: 2/26/09: Delete
D Policy 1.1f. Initiate appropriate plan and zone amendments which allow increased
residential densities in areas where community health and safety will not be
compromised.

D

Tentative Position: 2/26/09: Delete

COMMENTS: This provision is extremely vague. Every location of a new residential
development must include the availability of an adequate, existing infrastructure; roads,
waste water and fresh water. Quality of life, and health and safety issues are also closely
related to infrastructure.

“Proximity to transportation” fails to consider the distance travelled by potentially remote
and inappropriate new subdivisions, (sprawl). This distance will play an increasingly
important part in affordability as fuel and infrastructure costs inevitably skyrocket. How far
is “too far” for a child to commute to High School, or to wait for emergency services?
How much available “work” qualities a remote subdivision under this provision?
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A B H-P12. Preservation of Mobile Home Parks and Long-Term Occupancy Recreational
Vehicle Parks. The County shall support continuation of existing mobile home and long
term occupancy recreational vehicle parks as an important source of affordable
housing through actions such as legislative changes, zoning consistency determinations,
analysis of legal-non-conforming status or through Plan amendments or zone
reclassifications.
Leg, QJ, Min
R Tentative Position: 2/26/09: Retain (Note: the above edits were made on advice of
counsel on 1/13/09.)

R,M,D

D Policy 2.1a. The County shall acknowledge and make adequate provision for the
County's nomadic households in vehicular dwellings as they are a significant and
complex socioeconomic component of the county population that eludes census data.

D

Tentative Position: 2/26/09: Delete
COMMENTS: Humboldt County must begin to consider its growing population of nomadic
households and should retain some form of policy 2.1a.
Small traffic violations and towing fees can make the difference between shelter and
homelessness, with the associated costs in public services, law enforcement and
providing housing. Other counties have decreased these costs, making life safer for those
living in vehicles, by assigning areas for these vehicle/homes, near schools, services and
jobs.
The need for nomadic-camps can only be reduced by providing citizens with
opportunities in affordable housing and employment.
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A B C H-P13. Single Room Occupancy Units. The County shall support the conversion and
use of motels, hotels and detached bedrooms for single room occupancy units.
Leg, QJ, Min,
Prog, H-S15,
H-IM2, H-IM11

M
or R
Discussion: Suggestion to make public services a part of the equation. Comments that
some hotels are inappropriate for families, resulting in children playing along unsafe
streets; acknowledgement that it would be better than nothing. Commissioner Murguia
request edit to ensure consistency with density limitations of the area.
Staff recommended edits to make that happen:
“H-P13. Single Room Occupancy Units. The County shall support the conversion and use
of motels, hotels and detached bedrooms for single room occupancy units consistent
with the general plan density.”
Tentative Position: 2/26/09: Consider proposed modifications, straw vote on tentative
position. (Note: Exhibit A contains proposed ordinance language.)

COMMENTS: Although a good option, many hotels and motels are located on the
highways, inappropriate and dangerous for residential use. An inventory is essential to
determine how much need these potential facilities would actually fill.
The county must make a stated commitment to aggressively seek public grants and
matching funds for SRO construction and offer all building incentives necessary to design
and build modest and attractive units near services, and transportation.
The county should target the numerous empty parking lots, and other unused and
underutilized inner-city properties to build these critical residential facilities to meet the
state requirement for extremely low income individuals and families.
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B C H-P14. Emergency Shelters, Supportive and Transitional Housing. Emergency shelters,
supportive and transitional housing shall be allowed as principally permitted uses in
specified zones.
Min, H-S12, HS13,
H-IM17

M or D

Discussion:: Most Commissioners preferred the Alternative A version, while recognizing
the specified parcels would need to be adjacent to each other to avoid potential spotzoning issues. (See continued discussion of Alternative A version)
Plan
Alternative

Chapter 8 Housing Element Remarks/
Implementation

Position
R,M,D

A H-P14. Emergency Shelters, Supportive and Transitional Housing. Emergency shelters,
supportive and transitional housing shall be allowed as principally permitted uses on
specified parcels within specified zones.
Limits extent M

or R

Discussion: There was support for limiting the parcels in specified zones consistent with the
Alternative A wording In response, staff recommended developing a third alternative
beginning with an inventory containing all the parcels in the specified zones where
emergency shelters would be principally permitted, and deleting specified parcels from
the list based on specified objective criteria rather than starting with no parcels in the
inventory, and adding specific parcels or areas to it. Other jurisdictions have tried the
latter approach, which have ended up being expensive and time-consuming.
Exhibit A contains a set of objective criteria that may be used to avoid siting emergency
shelters in areas with health and safety concerns for those at the emergency shelter sites.
Tentative Position: 2/26/09: Consider Exhibit A, propose modifications to Alternative A or
Alternative B/C, straw vote on tentative position. (Note: Exhibit A contains proposed
ordinance language.)
D Policy 2.1b. The County shall identify sites for permanent homeless shelters and
transitional housing.

D

Tentative Position: 2/26/09: Delete

COMMENTS: State law calls for counties to provide “extensive opportunities” not limited
to specified zones.
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A B H-P15. Use of Surplus County-owned Property. The County shall consider using surplus
County-owned property for development or financing of housing for low income and
special need populations.
Prog, H-IM9 M
Discussion: Commissioners expressed that parcels developed by the County for
affordable housing should be accessible by pedestrians, or served by public transit.
Staff recommended modifications to make that happen:
“H-P15. Use of Surplus County-owned Property. The County shall consider using surplus
County-owned property for development or financing of housing for low income and
special need populations. County-owned parcels developed with affordable housing
shall be in close proximity to commercial areas and connected to them by pedestrian
facilities ”
Tentative Position: 2/26/09: Consider proposed modification, straw vote on tentative
position

COMMENTS: Please consider using less passive wording, for example, “the county shall
prioritize the use of surplus county property for development of low-income, extremely
low income, and special needs housing, where adequate infrastructure exists, close to
transportation, services and work”.
Financing low-income housing should be a separate policy with all the calculations,
requirements and covenants listed that will keep these properties affordable.
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Chapter 8 Housing Element Remarks/
Implementation

Position
R,M,D

A B H-P16. Siting of Multifamily Housing Developments. The County shall Plan and support
development proposals that locate multi-family uses along major transportation corridors,
near transit stops, public services, recreation areas, neighborhood commercial centers
and work opportunities. Leg, QJ, Min,
H-P11

R

Tentative Position: 2/26/09: Retain
COMMENTS: This policy could promote further sprawl by failing to define and quantify the
siting criteria listed. A subdivision with a small store, small park, post office, and bus stop,
could be located 10 miles from the nearest city center, (sprawl). If there is only one road
to access this subdivision then it is a “major” corridor!

A B C H-P17. Insufficient Multifamily Housing Land Inventory. The County has determined
there are an insufficient number of suitable sites adequate to accommodate the RHNA
Plan allocation for extremely low, very low and low income categories in the
unincorporated area. Therefore, before May 31, 2010, the County shall create an
inventory of sites suitable for multifamily housing which can accommodate a minimum of
100% of the County’s fair share regional housing need for extremely low, very low and
low income households.
Leg, H-S6,
H-S19, H-S20,
H-IM3, H-IM9, HIM17,
H-IM18

R

Tentative Position: 2/26/09: Retain
A B C H-P18. Maintenance of an Adequate Supply of Residential Land. Once the
residential land inventory is adopted, the County shall maintain an adequate supply of
residentially zoned land to accommodate projected housing needs for all income
categories and special needs populations throughout the Housing Element planning
period.
Leg, QJ, Prog,
H-17, H-S18,

R

D Program 1.3 in the Statement of Resolve of the 2004 Housing Element To complete and
maintain a land use inventory for all residentially zoned areas.

D

Tentative Position: 2/26/09: Delete
COMMENTS: Ensuring available land will not ensure affordable housing under current
Housing Element language, and without inclusionary zoning.
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A B C H-P24. Residential Subdivision Permit Process within Housing Opportunity Zones. The
County
shall maintain an efficient, streamlined and predictable permitting process designed for
residential subdivisions located within Housing Opportunity Zones.
Prog, H-S8,
H-IM1, H-IM7

M
or R
Discussion: Proposed edit:
“H-P24. Residential Subdivision Permit Process within Housing Opportunity Zones. The
County shall maintain an efficient, streamlined and predictable permitting process
designed for residential subdivisions located within Housing Opportunity Zones that fully
meet the goals and policies of the general plan.”
Tentative Position: 2/26/09: Consider proposed modification, confirm consensus or straw
vote on tentative position.
D Policy 3.1a. The County shall reduce uncertainty, risk, and delay in the planning,
environmental,
and permitting process through a commitment to targeted timelines.

D

Tentative Position: 2/26/09: Delete
D Policy 3.1b. The County shall target 30 days from the submission of a complete
application as a maximum review time for multifamily projects which require
administrative approval by the Planning Department.

D

Tentative Position: 2/26/09: Delete

COMMENTS: This policy needs to delineate the types of subdivisions it applies to, lowincome, mixed-use, etc. Permitting should not be altered without listed considerations for
aesthetics, and that all policies will meet the goals of this Element.
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A B C H-P26. Fast Track Application Review. Projects which construct or rehabilitate at
least 25% low income, 10% very low income, or 5% extremely low income residential units
shall be fast-tracked through the Planning and Building Divisions of Community
Development Services, Environmental Health Division of Public Health, and the Land Use
Division of the Department of Public Works.
QJ, Min, Prog,
H-IM2, H-IM7

M
or R
Discussion: Questions about what size subdivisions we are talking about.
Staff responded that even with the smallest project, at least one unit would have to be
affordable. Recommended modifications to clarify how math and rounding would be
done:
“H-P26. Fast Track Application Review. Projects which construct or rehabilitate at least
25% low income, 10% very low income, or 5% extremely low income residential units shall
be fast-tracked through the Planning and Building Divisions of Community Development
Services, Environmental Health Division of Public Health, and the Land Use Division of the
Department of Public Works. When calculating the number of lower income units, any
fractions of units shall be rounded to the next larger integer.”
Tentative Position: 2/26/09: Consider proposed modifications, straw vote on tentative
position.

COMMENTS: Should also include anti-sprawl language. New subdivision fast-tracking
must emphasize in-fill development and ensure there is adequate infrastructure and
proximity to jobs, services and transportation.
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A B C H-P28. Support Innovative Construction and Design Methods. The County shall
support the use of innovative construction and design methods that make more efficient
use of land and building materials, including water conserving waste disposal systems,
energy systems, dwelling designs, and uses of recycled materials for building.
Leg, QJ, Min,
Prog, H-IM22, HIM26

R

Tentative Position: 2/26/09: Retain
A B C H-P29. Encourage New and Experimental Techniques. The County shall encourage
and be receptive to new and experimental construction techniques to facilitate
optimum utilization of residential sites identified in the residential land inventory.
QJ, Min, H-IM8,
H-IM22, H-IM26

R

Tentative Position: 2/26/09: Retain
COMMENTS: The County will need to take a more aggressive approach here to exploit
the benefits of an emerging new energy economy. Vaguely supporting and encouraging
innovation will be fought by developers just as seatbelts were fought by the auto industry.
A huge menu exists for efficient construction techniques, solar energy and water heating
technology that makes housing more affordable while adding minimal costs to a
standard mortgage and also attracting industry and employment to the county. Proven
technologies must be required during home construction.
Energy will once again skyrocket in cost.
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Chapter 8 Housing Element Remarks/
Implementation

Position
R,M,D

B C H-P30. Support Alternative Owner Builder Program. The County shall support
alternative ownerbuilt/ owner-occupied housing to promote low cost housing and
improved permit compliance in rural lands outside of Urban Development Areas.
Min, H-IM26 D, M

or R

Discussion: Questions about why the AOB programs is not supported in Alt. A. What does
“Alternative” mean? Is it tied to some minimum standard? Support for considering it in
Alternative A. Objection to “improved compliance” – we should require compliance for
all types of housing. Insert “in accordance with all the goals and policies of this Element”
before the end of the policy. Comment that AOB should not be allowed on illegal lots.
Wording needs to be clarified. Staff responded that the related measure IM-26 would
update the AOB standards by allowing for online permit processing, and
inspection by a 3rd party.
Tentative Position: 2/26/09: Propose additional modifications, straw vote on tentative
position.
D Policy 1.2b. The County shall encourage affordable housing projects and housing for
special populations which integrate well with the surrounding neighborhood.

D

Tentative Position: 2/26/09: Delete
D Policy 1.2c. The County shall pursue funding for first-time home buyer programs. D
Tentative Position: 2/26/09: Delete
D Policy 1.2d. The County shall pursue funding for HOME Tenant Based Rental Assistance
(TBRA). D
Tentative Position: 2/26/09: Delete
D Policy 2.1c. The County shall continue to participate in the community-wide effort to
operate the Multiple Assistance Center (MAC) in Eureka, as the MAC has promise in
developing into an important transitional component in the delivery of existing and
anticipated levels of County
homeless services.

D

Tentative Position: 2/26/09: Delete

COMMENTS: The bulk of Humboldt County’s children, the elderly, poor, ill, and disabled,
live in and near Eureka. It is inherently less-affordable to live in remote areas. Any efforts
to ease existing building and development restrictions in rural areas should apply only to
lands currently developed and occupied, especially during this prolonged period of
economic decline, as our city schools close, and city infrastructure is in an extended
period of chronic decay and disrepair. City residents are being forced to cope with less
and cannot afford to see county resources diverted to new remote developments without
a measurable test of economic self-sufficiency and minute environmental impact.
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8.5 Standards
8.6 Implementation Measures

COMMENTS: These final two sections reflect many of the continuing themes from the
Housing Element’s Goals and Policies. The linkages between incentives, affordable
housing and infrastructure are unenforceable and inadequate. Improvements in
affordable housing construction or infrastructure conditions remain largely voluntary.

After reviewing the Humboldt County Draft General Plan, a July 3, 2008 letter from
the California Regional Water Quality Control Board urged Humboldt County to adopt
language that, “…identifies a policy, program or plan to ensure new developments
recognize that upgrades (of the waste water infrastructure) may be part of the project
cost”. These costs are enormous and have been increasing steadily since the 1980’s.
Provision H-S7 could incorporate the CRWQCB concerns:
A B H-S7. Infrastructure Development. Infrastructure projects which reduce physical
capacity constraints to residential land located within Housing Opportunity Zones shall be
given priority for funding and development.

R

Tentative Position: 2/26/09: Retain
While an inclusionary zoning ordinance could clarify many of the ambiguities in
the Housing Element, and provide the means through which the extensive list of
incentives would actually achieve construction of affordable housing, it is not enough by
itself. There must be an aggressive resolve to find the housing grants, provide the
matching funds, and offer all available building incentives, all in conjunction with an
enforceable inclusionary zoning ordinance. This must be accompanied with a public
relations effort that connects the dots between housing, the local economy and jobs,
dignity, poverty, and crime. Otherwise, local housing policy will continue to be socially
engineered by the highest bidders and an embedded culture of entitlement will continue
to capitalize on dwindling public infrastructure resources for projects that are out-ofreach of most working taxpayers.

